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predicates a need to cut the number of junior
posts in other specialties much more severely than
previously thought. To achieve the substantial
overall reduction in junior posts which is required
even greater cuts would be needed. The three popu-
lar specialties, however, could not contribute.
Not only would the proposed new "general house
officer" posts and registrar (higher training) posts
have to be sacrosanct, Dr Nabarro foresaw an in-
crease in SHOs since these posts "are much sought
after." He points out, ". there are far too many
SHO posts in less popular specialties ... to achieve
an overall reduction in junior doctors . a number
may well have to be closed and alternative arrange-
ments made for service needs."
Thus it is crystal clear that Nabarro n-ark 2

would "solve" the hospital staffing problem by
retaining the number of trainees working for con-
sultants in the three bed-owning specialties, making
the total cut in trainees all in the supporting
specialties. That this is clearly envisaged by others
is confirmed by Dr Hall, chairman of the Central
Manpower Committee, (in CMC17) referring to
Nabarro mark 2: "This involves remnustering
of SHOs from minor to major specialties.

So far, so clear, the only surprise being that only
the Dean of the Faculty of Anaesthetists objected
to this proposal at the meeting of the Joint Consul-
tants Committee. JC29A (Nabarro mark 2A?)
produced in April 1982 no longer, however,
includes proposals for a new general house officer
grade. Despite also purporting to apply only to the
"bed-owning" specialties the same proposal re-
mains embedded. In this version all British doctors
would have to spend a year as an SHO in one of
these specialties before starting training for general
practice or another hospital specialty. One again
the 4200 existing SHO and registrar posts in these
specialties would not be enough for this need, when
one takes into account the posts which will still be
needed for the further training of general practi-
tioners and career seekers in these specialties.

In your item headed "Dr Nabarro's proposals"
this recommendation is no longer mentioned. As for
applying only to these three specialties, the casual
reader might conclude that the proposals apply to
all specialties since item (b) refers to educational
approval by the "appropriate college or facuilty"
and there is, of course, no faculty of general
medicine, surgery, or obstetrics. The possibility
of this misinterpretation is enhanced by your report
of the JCC discussion of this matter (1 May,
p 1349), where Mr Apley is quoted as saying that
the proposals were restricted to the three popular
specialties for the timle being but would be extended
to other specialties later. I have his permission
to state that he envisaged other branches of surgery,
such as orthopaedic surgery, rather than "other
specialties," as conventionally envisaged.
My hope that this divisive feature of the propo-

sals was in the process of being laid to rest is
shattered by your report of the Central Committee
for Hospital Medical Services manpower proposals
(22 May, p 1575), which also says: "Every British
qualified doctor would spend up to one year . .. in
college-approved posts...." Thus one can be left
in no doubt that there is still an intention in high
places to promote changes which will preserve or
even increase the number of junior posts for general
physicians, surgeons, and obstetricians with a
consequently greater cut than previously envisaged
for everyone else. Not, one would have thought, a
sure-fire recipe for making the "unpopular"
specialties more popular or for cementing intra-
professional cohesion and fellowship.

It is unacceptable to try to cure the prob-
lems in some specialties in isolation and cer-
tainly not at the expense of others. I trust it is
no more than coincidence that these proposals,
which would work solely to the advantage of
these three specialties, have emerged so soon
after the three key posts-chairmen of CMC,
JCC, and CCHMS-were, for the first time,
all filled by members of these same specialties.

M D VICKERS
Welsh National School of Medicine,
Department of Anaesthetics,
Cardiff CF4 4XN

The distinction awards system in
England and Wales 1980

SIR,-The annual article by Drs P Bruggen
and S Boume (22 May, p 1577) was as usual
interesting and provocative. Their results and
comments, however, need some discussion and
rebuttal. Concerning women the results appear
unfair and should be rectified. This may take
time and hopefully in the north west we have
made a start, electing a lady as chairman. The
specialty distribution is unequal-my own
being a glaring example. The figures would be
more accurate if they were age-adjusted. Since
contribution to service is the main criterion,
it can be assessed only after a time. The
growing specialties will have younger con-
sultants, xtho will make their impact later.
Teaching hospital consultants have responsi-
bility for improving service in all aspects and
would be expected to have a higher proportion
of awards, especially at higher levels.

It is concerning the composition and work
of the committees that I wish to take issue
with the authors. All members are award
holders, so by definition older and with more
knowledge of the scene. In our committee
great weight was given to recommendations
from the individual districts, since that was
where individuals' work was best known.
Unrepresented specialties and districts were
delegated to committee members, who made
their inquiries very conscientiously. In fact,
both did quite well in the last two years'
reviews. It is worth reiterating that members
are chosen by Sir Stanley from regional
committees for hospital medical services'
recommendations. The RCHMS does not
consist solely of award holders so "the sharing
of mutual regard and sincere prejudices of
those same senior colleagues who chose them"
is arrant nonsense.

If it is the purpose of the authors to change
the system, they must persuade their colleagues.
The fact that three out of four consultants have
awards at their retirement shows what we all
know-that the other quarter contribute
nothing to the improvement of the service.
Regional committees do their best, being
composed of fallible humans not archangels.
When I was elected chairman of our regional
committee, my predecessor told me that the
term of office would be "character forming."
It certainly was. At the end of my time I could
have cheerfully sought help from the authors'
colleagues (in the adult field!). I repeat, if Dr
Bruggen and Dr Bourne wish to change the
system, let them try so to do. But please do
not let them vilify those who try honestly to
perform a most difficult task.

R I KEEN
Manchester Royal Infirmary,
Manchester M13 9WL

Cuts and medical education

SIR,-I write as a member of the Medical
Academic Staff Committee to say how much I
as an individual appreciated the backing of
Council for clinical academic staff. The more
so with the salary negotiations at present being
held to implement the agreed salary increases
for National Health Service medical staff.
Your members will be interested to know

that the universities have agreed to implement
the increased payment on distinction and
meritorious service awards as this money is
directly. reimbursed by the Department of
Health and Social Security. I am again sure

that they would like to know that a university
has agreed in principle to a 4o% increase on the
basic clinical academic salary, and that the
professions and university authorities are
working together to ask the Government for
additional monies to pay the increased percent-
age above 4% as it has done in the Health
Service.

W L WHITEHOUSE
Queen Mary's Hospital,
London SW15 5PN

Academic medicine-masochism

SIR,-I have been interested in both teaching
and research ever since qualifying from medical
school in 1972. During the last 10 years I
have completed my basic surgical training
(FRCSEd) and my early training in ortho-
paedics, and I have continued my interests in
research and teaching. Last year I applied for
a clinical academic post as a lecturer in ortho-
paedics. This was a position from which I could
formally complete my orthopaedic training,
teach students, and carry on research work in
an academic department. I realised when I
applied for the lecturer post I would suffer
some financial loss but was happy to accept
this because the work suited me.

I was fortunate to be appointed in April 1981
to the lecturer post, with an honorary NHS
senior registrar appointment, and my experi-
ence during the subsequent 12 months will be
of interest to many doctors with similar
interests. On leaving NHS employment I
received notification that I must return an
advance of salary for assistance with house
purchase-value 51580. I was also notified I
would also lose excess rent allowance to the
value of £1125 over three years. These were
benefits only available to me as an NHS
employee. Fortunately I did not require to
move house, as the maximum removal expenses
available from the university were £400. My
salary was on an identical scale to the NHS
senior registrar scale, and I started at the
correct point on that scale. Therefore, I
estimated that in order to become a lecturer I
had forfeited approximately £2000 of benefits,
and in addition I had to repay a debt of £1580
within a few months.
The university lecturer post, of course, is a

post with security-or is it ? On reviewing my
contract I confirmed that my post was secure
for only three years-"a probationary period"
after which the post would be reviewed and
possibly my contract terminated-conditions
similar to an NHS appointment. I have
thoroughly enjoyed my first year's experience
as a lecturer and the forfeits have probably been
worth it.

Last month-the thirteenth month of my
appointment-should have helped my now
considerable overdraft: my incremental date
had come for my annual increase in salary.
Alas it hadn't. Apparently the university does
not believe in paying increments during the
first year's appointment, and I have to wait
until August (another £200 forfeit). Last week
the BMJ arrived (15 May, p 1492)-
depression has set in: a 6% rise for NHS staff,
only 4% for university staff. My dictionary
describes masochism as deriving pleasure from
one's pain or humiliation. Pain and humiliation
there is much of, but little pleasure.

W ANGUS WALLACE
Department of Surgery,
Queens Medical Centre,
Nottingham NG7 2UH
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